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I Am A Syrian Living in Syria: “It was Never a Revolution nor a Civil War. The
Terrorists are sent by your Government”
By Mark Taliano, September 07 2016
Two years ago, “Majd” wrote these words on a Facebook posting: “ I am Syrian… living in
Syria in the middle of everything. We have seen horrors. It was never a revolution nor a civil
war. The terrorists are sent by your goverment. They are al Qaeda Jabhat al Nusra Wahhabi
Salaﬁsts Talibans etc and the like extremists jihadists sent by the West and the Saudis and
Qatar and Turkey. Your Obama and whoever is behind him or above him are supporting al
Qaeda and leading a proxy war on my country. We thought you are against al Qaeda and
now you support them.

Video: The Dirty War on Syria – Prof. Tim Anderson on GRTV
By Prof. Tim Anderson and James Corbett, September 06 2016
Government propaganda and NGO misinformation have coloured the story of the war on
Syria from its inception. Stepping in to set the record straight, Dr. Tim Anderson explores
the real beginnings of the conﬂict, the players behind it, and their agenda

Good News for the People of Europe: The Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) Is Dead. Negotiations have Failed.
By Peter Koenig, September 07 2016
The German Minister of Economy and Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Sigmar Gabriel, a few days ago
has declared that the European Union should not submit to the demands of the United
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States, referring to the negotiations on the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investments
Partnership). He said the negotiations failed. By saying so, he joined French Prime Minister,
Manuel Valls, as well as French Secretary of State for External Trade, Mr. Matthias Fekl.

September 11, 2001: The 15th Anniversary of the Crime and Cover-up of the
Century
By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, September 07 2016
WTC Building exploding into ﬁne dust (it is not burning down) by pre-planted explosives in
an obvious controlled demolition. The arrow points to a “squib” of exploding gas which is
commonly seen with controlled demolitions. Some of the “splinters” seen (the only solid
objects that did not pulverize into dust) are actually chunks of steel beams that were being
exploded upward and laterally. The nicely-sectioned steel beams and girders were soon
ordered by New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani to be trucked away and shipped to China – an
order that constitutes disturbing a crime scene – which is a federal crime.

The Plight of Southern Africa: Drought, Food Insecurity, Violent Unrest, Economic
Instability
By Abayomi Azikiwe, September 07 2016
A regional summit of the heads-of-state of the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) was held in late August in Mbabane, Swaziland. This was the 36th annual gathering
of the organization which was founded in 1980. King Mswati III was elected as the leader of
the regional grouping which consists of 15 member-states. South African President Jacob
Zuma was chosen as rotating chair and the governments of Tanzania and Angola were also
elected to the rotating posts of chair and vice chair, respectively, of the SADC organs of cooperation in the domains of politics, defense and security.

Canonising Mother Teresa: The Selling of the Catholic Church
By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 07 2016
The question is: was a woman who preached virtue in suﬀering rather than trying to
alleviate it and took money from dictators really that saintly at all? Douglas Robertson, The
Independent, Sep 5, 2016 In looking at the antics surrounding saintliness, George Orwell’s
remarks about the important presumption of sinning is all important. It is axiomatic that all
saints be presumed sinners. The greater they are in achievement, heavy in the miracles
department and achievement, the less likely they are to be the purest of pure.
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